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Abstract

Religion is a powerful force in many people’s lives, impacting decisions about life, death and everything in-between. It may be surprising then to learn that something as seemingly innocuous as brand name products can undermine an individual’s commitment to religion. We demonstrate that when brands are highly salient, individuals are more likely to devalue religious commitment than when brands are not salient. We find that this is true when brands are incorporated into one’s expression of the self and are thus able to satisfy similar self-expressive needs as religion.
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Whether you consider it to be a source of deadly extremism or the pathway to humanity’s highest potential (Pargament, 2002), few will deny the power of religion. In the United States, the most religious of developed countries, 71% of people are “absolutely certain” that God or another universal spirit exists (Pew Research Center, 2010) and 59% say religion plays a “very important” role in their lives (Pew Research Center, 2002). In many developing nations, religious beliefs are even stronger. Greater than 90% of people in many areas of Africa, Asia and the Middle East say that religion plays a “very important” role in their lives (Pew Research Center, 2002). It is no wonder then that psychologists have been interested in the underpinnings of religion since the foundation of the discipline itself (Gorsuch, 1988; James, 1902; Leuba, 1912; Starbuck, 1899) and continue to stress its importance (Baumeister, 2002; Sedikides, 2010). We suggest that one way to better understand religion and the broader psychological needs with which it is associated is to investigate what weakens it. What leads individuals to turn their backs on an omnipresent God? Another omnipresent force may be a viable culprit: brand name products.

In this research, we ask: Can brand name products influence individuals’ commitment to their religion? Religious commitment is the degree to which a person adheres to his or her religious values, beliefs and practices and uses them in daily living (Worthington et al., 2003). It is considered to be one way by which individuals meaningfully position themselves in the world and express their identity while connecting with others (King, 2003). While one might initially scoff at the idea that something as simple as brands could impact something as important as one’s religious commitment, the notion is not far-fetched when you consider important ways that the two can be linked. In particular, choosing and using brands has been found to serve similar self-expressive functions as committing to one’s religion. Brands, like religion, help
individuals express themselves by articulating their self-worth (Allport & Ross, 1967; Sedikides & Gebauer, 2010; Shachar, Erdem, Cutright, & Fitzsimons, 2011), communicating aspects of their identity to others (Aaker, 1999; Berger & Heath, 2007; Escalas & Bettman, 2003; Kleine, Kleine, & Kernan, 1993; Ysseldyk, Matheson, & Anisman, 2010), and signaling desired affiliations (Epley, Akalis, Waytz, & Cacioppo, 2008; Granqvist, Mikulincer, & Shaver, 2010; Hogg, Adelman, & Blagg, 2010). Further, recent research has supported the notion that more religious people tend to choose fewer branded products (Shachar et al., 2011). But, might brands actually have the power to lower one’s religious commitment?

Leveraging prior research that demonstrates that individuals devalue objects that are associated with needs that have been satisfied (Brendl, Markman, & Messner, 2003), we reason that when brands are salient, religious commitment will be lower than when brands are not salient. This is because they both often satisfy a need to express the self. Importantly, we expect that the salience of brands will result in lower levels of religious commitment only when brands allow individuals to say something about who they are (Belk, 1988). Otherwise, brands are unlikely to be viewed as acceptable self-expression substitutes for religion.

In what follows, we test our basic hypothesis that the salience of brands leads to lower levels of religious commitment relative to a neutral state. As religious commitment has long been considered a multidimensional construct that can be assessed based on 1) religious beliefs and 2) religious activities (Glock & Stark, 1968; Worthington et al., 2003), we use measures that address both of these dimensions to test our hypotheses.

**Study 1**
Study 1 tested our hypothesis that when brands are salient, individuals will report lower religious commitment than when they are not. Participants were 71 students (34 female; ages 18-32). The experiment consisted of two between-subject conditions: high versus low brand salience.

In the high brand salience condition (i.e., the “brand” condition), participants chose between two branded products, 10 different times. For example, in one choice, they decided between a red Adidas shirt and a green Adidas shirt. In another, they chose between a white Starbucks mug and a brown one. In the low brand salience condition (i.e., the “non-brand” condition), participants chose between the same pairs of products except the brand names were removed. We refer to this task as the “product choice task” in the remaining studies (see Table S1). We expected this task to be a powerful context with which to test our hypothesis because research has shown that (at least in the United States) choice is an important facilitator of self-expression (Kim & Drolet, 2003). We expected that when individuals made choices among brands, they would be able to express the self with the traits and personalities of the brands. Pre-testing results (available from the authors) confirmed that individuals in the brand condition felt a greater sense of self-expression than individuals in the non-brand condition.

After making their choices, participants completed the dependent measures. The first was a standard summary measure of religious commitment (“Religious Commitment Scale”) that captures the degree to which individuals have incorporated religious values, beliefs and practices into their daily lives (Worthington et al., 2003). Participants rated their agreement on a seven point likert scale to 10 statements such as “My religious beliefs lie behind my whole approach to life” ($\alpha = .97$). This scale was chosen not only because it is a brief, reliable measure of the religious commitment construct and leverages several items that have been useful in
prior research, but also because it has been validated among several religions. Our second measure of religious commitment evaluated the importance of attending religious services. Religious service attendance is considered to be the most common form of “public” religious commitment and is thought to be the gateway to other forms of religious commitment (Finney, 1978; Payne & Elifson, 1976). Participants indicated how important it is to attend religious services (7 pt scale, not at all important—extremely important) and how often they should attend religious services (6 pt scale: never—more than once a week) (Inglehart, 2000). Responses were formed into a standardized religious service attendance index (α = .94).

Participants then indicated how the choice exercise made them feel via the PANAS scale (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). No significant differences in positive or negative mood emerged (Fs < 1). Finally, no significant interactions with demographic measures such as religious affiliation were revealed in this or the remaining studies.

Results and Discussion

Consistent with our hypothesis, participants in the brand condition reported lower religious commitment ($M = 1.31, SD = .42$) than participants in the non-brand condition [$M = 2.14, SD = 1.23; (F(1,69) = 14.14, p = .0004); d = .90$]. The brand condition also reported lower importance of religious service attendance ($M = -.67, SD = 1.55$) than the non-brand condition [$M = .35, SD = 1.88; (F(1,69) = 6.25, p = .01); d = .60$].
In the prior study, we used an inherently self-expressive context to reveal the hypothesized effect of brands: choice exercises that allowed people to express themselves with brands. In the next study, we wanted to more explicitly demonstrate that the relationship between brands and religious commitment exists only when brands are incorporated into one’s expression of self. Thus, Study 2 was designed to manipulate the degree to which products are incorporated into the self by altering individuals’ physical relationship with the product. We hypothesized that wearing a brand would provide a strong opportunity for individuals to incorporate the brand into one’s expression of self (Gino, Norton, & Ariely, 2010; Park & John, 2010), while simply looking at the product would not. Accordingly, we expected that when individuals wore a branded product (versus a non-branded product), religious commitment would decline. We did not expect this relationship to exist when individuals simply looked at the brand. (Of note, in the prior study, the brand condition also ‘looked’ at brands as opposed to wearing them, but they were making choices that allowed for self-expression.)

Participants were 141 university students (83 female; ages 18-38). The design was a 2(brand salience: brand vs. non-brand) x 2(self-expressive context: high vs. low). In half of the sessions participants came into the lab and were given an Apple-branded lanyard (“brand” condition). In the remaining sessions, participants were given a plain black lanyard (“non-brand” condition). After receiving their lanyards, half of the participants were told to wear and evaluate the lanyard (high expression). The remaining participants were told NOT to wear it; just to look at it and evaluate it (low expression). A manipulation check using the Self-Brand Connection Scale (Escalas & Bettman, 2003) indicated that individuals were more likely to incorporate the product into the self when they were in the high expression (wear) condition than when they were in the low expression (look) condition. Next, individuals completed the
two dependent measures used previously to assess religious commitment: The standard Religious Commitment scale ($\alpha = .91$) and the measure of public religious commitment ($\alpha = .90$). Participants then completed mood and demographic measures. As it relates to mood, an unexpected main effect of brand condition on positive emotions emerged (positive and negative mood were both higher for the brand condition). Thus, the results below control for positive and negative mood.

**Results and Discussion**

There were no main effects of brand condition ($F(1, 135) = .33, p = .57$) or self-expressive context ($F(1,135) = 1.88, p = .17$) on the Religious Commitment scale. However, a significant interaction of the two conditions emerged ($F(1, 135) = 7.07, p = .01$). In the high self-expression condition (i.e., wearing the lanyard), individuals in the brand condition (Apple) reported lower religious commitment than individuals in the non-brand condition ($(F(1, 135) = 4.37, p = .04)$; $M_{\text{brand}} = 1.66, SD = .72; M_{\text{non-brand}} = 2.00, SD = .86; d = .43$). In the low self-expression condition (i.e., looking only), individuals in the brand condition reported religious commitment that was not significantly different (they were directionally higher) than individuals in the non-brand condition ($(F(1, 135) = 2.55, p = .11)$; $M_{\text{brand}} = 2.13, SD = 1.09; M_{\text{non-brand}} = 1.74, SD = .80$). This pattern of results was nearly identical when the importance of religious service attendance was the dependent variable. This study therefore reiterates the notion that brand salience leads to lower levels of religious commitment, but only when brands are incorporated into expressions of the self.

**Study 3**
In the final study, our objective was to present evidence suggesting that brands only have the power to reduce religious commitment when individuals’ beliefs about brands’ abilities to express the self are intact. When such brand beliefs are threatened, individuals’ religious commitment is expected to return to baseline levels. This is in line with research suggesting that people respond to threats by heightening their support of an acceptable substitute (Kay et al., 2008; Heine et al., 2006, Baumeister & Leary 1995; Inesi et al., 2011). In other words, when the value of brands is threatened, individuals should heighten support for a substitute—in this case, their religious commitment. However, we also wished to demonstrate that not just any threat to brands would cause people to return to religion. Instead, the threat must be relevant to brands’ self-expression abilities. To test this idea, we threatened people’s beliefs that brands could help them meet either a self-expression goal or a non-expression goal. The self-expression goals were about using brands to express self-worth, express one’s identity, or express one’s personal affiliations and sense of belongingness. The non-expression goal was about lowering product risk and increasing certainty by buying brands. We focused on certainty as the “non-expression” domain because research suggests that both brands and religion help reduce fears of negative outcomes (Kay et al., 2008; Keller, 2003). Thus, it is feasible that brands could serve as substitutes for one another in this non-expression domain and threatening brands in this way could cause individuals to return to their religious commitment. However, given our hypothesis that religious commitment and brands are substitutes specifically for self-expression needs, we did not expect to see religious commitment rebound in such a way when a non-expression need was threatened.
To test these predictions, we recruited 131 adults online (74 female; ages 18-79). Participants were assigned to one of six conditions where they made a series of choices. In one of these conditions, participants made their choices among brands exactly as they did in prior studies, with no additional messaging following the choices (i.e., “brand/no threat” condition). In another condition, they made choices among non-branded items as in the non-brand manipulation of prior studies (“non-brand/no threat” condition). However, in three conditions participants made choices among brands and then received a “self-expressive” threat regarding brands after making their choices. They were told that people are not as successful as they think in 1) expressing self-worth with brands (“brand/self-worth threat” condition), 2) expressing their identities with brands (“brand/identity threat” condition) or 3) affiliating with others through brands (“brand/affiliation threat” condition). In a final condition, participants received a non-expressive threat after making choices among brands and were told that people are not as successful as they think in judging product quality through brand names (“brand/certainty threat” condition). (See online supplement for details.) The Religious Commitment scale and the importance of religious service attendance were the dependent variables.

Results and Discussion

Results revealed a significant main effect of condition \( F(5, 125) = 2.80, p = .02 \) on the Religious Commitment scale. We replicated previous findings whereby the “brand/no threat” condition reported lower religious beliefs than the “non-brand/no threat” condition \( ([F(1, 125) = 4.26, p = .04]; M_{brand/no\ threat} = 1.48, SD = .67; M_{non-brand/no\ threat} = 2.24, SD = 1.27; d = .85] \). However, when brands experienced a self-expressive threat, individuals’ religious commitment returned
to baseline. Specifically, the “brand/no threat” condition exhibited lower levels of religiosity than the “brand/self-worth threat” condition [(F(1, 125) = 10.16, p = .002); M\text{brand/no threat} = 1.48, SD = .67; M\text{brand/self-worth threat} = 2.62, SD = 1.29; d = 1.11], the “brand/identity threat” condition [(F(1, 125) = 5.96, p = .02); M\text{brand/identity threat} = 2.34, SD = 1.16; d = .91], and the “brand/affiliation threat” condition [(F(1, 125) = 5.44, p = .02); M\text{brand/affiliation threat} = 2.32, SD = 1.29; d = .82]. The only threat that did not lead individuals to return to a higher level of religious commitment versus the “brand/no threat” condition was the non-expressive threat—the certainty threat [(F(1, 125) = .57, p = .45); M\text{brand/certainty threat} = 1.76, SD = .84]. The results were consistent when religious service attendance was the measures of religious commitment.

These results illustrate that brands lose their power to reduce religious commitment when their self-expressive abilities are threatened. Given that this is not true for all threats, the results cannot be attributed to a basic consistency account that would suggest that individuals report lower religious commitment after brands are salient only because they do not believe religious commitment is consistent with brand-related values. If it were merely about consistency, then being primed with a brand should not have differentially impacted religious commitment as a function of whether or not the brand was threatened in a way that was relevant to self-expression.

General Discussion

In summary, these studies have demonstrated that individuals’ commitment to religion often wavers when brands are incorporated into the self and used as tools for self-expression. It seems that what many consider sacred is often treated as merely a means to an (expressive)
end. Furthermore, these findings imply that religious commitment is less stable for many people than they might assume, so much so that it can be shaken by something as seemingly trivial as brands.

Many interesting questions are raised by these findings. For example, in what ways are brands unique in serving as a substitute for religion? Would devotion to a sports team or other groups have similar effects? At least one account suggests that brands and religion lead to similar areas of brain activation and that this is distinct from the effects of other groups (Lindstrom, 2010). Other research, however, draws clear parallels between the effects of religion and other social activities (Wann, Melnick, Russell, & Pease, 2001). One may also wonder about functions of religion besides self-expression. We do not argue that self-expression is the only or even the main function of religiosity. Perhaps when other functions of religion are salient (e.g., moral guidance), religious commitment is more stable, even in the face of brands. We look forward to research that further explores these and many other questions involving the interwoven roles of both religion and brands in individuals’ lives.
Supplementary Material

Table S1: Example Choices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand Choices</th>
<th>Non-brand Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="T-shirt" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="T-shirt" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="T-shirt" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="T-shirt" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Visor" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Visor" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Visor" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Visor" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Water bottle" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Water bottle" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Water bottle" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Water bottle" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Study 3 Manipulations

Participants read the following after making their choices for each of the six conditions:

**Brand/ No threat:** We are interested in your responses. We will come back later and ask you questions about your choices after we've allowed enough time to pass.

**Non-brand/No threat:** We are interested in your responses. We will come back later and ask you questions about your choices after we've allowed enough time to pass.

**Brand/Self-worth threat:** We are interested in your responses because research has shown that people are becoming very accustomed to trying to express their feelings of self-worth through brands. Unfortunately, research has shown that people are not nearly as successful as expressing their perceptions of self-worth through brands as they think they are. We will come back later and ask you questions about your choices after we've allowed enough time to pass.

**Brand/Self-identity threat:** We are interested in your responses because research has shown that people are becoming very accustomed to trying to express who they are and how they wish to be perceived by others through brands. Unfortunately, research has shown that people are not nearly as successful as expressing their desired identity through brands as they think they are. We will come back later and ask you questions about your choices after we've allowed enough time to pass.
**Brand/Affiliation threat:** We are interested in your responses because research has shown that people are becoming very accustomed to trying to affiliate with other people that are important to them through brands. Unfortunately, research has shown that people are not nearly as successful at affiliating with others through brands as they think they are. We will come back later and ask you questions about your choices after we've allowed enough time to pass.

**Brand/Certainty threat:** We are interested in your responses because research has shown that people are becoming very accustomed to trying to judge product quality through brand names. Unfortunately, research has shown that people are not nearly as successful as judging quality through brands as they think they are. We will come back later and ask you questions about your choices after we've allowed enough time to pass.
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